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Born in Overath (Germany) Julia Komp fell in love with the culinary industry by way of her
many trips with her grandparents, staying in hotels bedecked with high-end kitchens. At
the age of 14, Komp signed up for her ﬁrst internship at local one-starred Zur Tant and
found her groove.
From there, Komp continued training at La Société and (the now-defunct) La Poêle
d’Or before coming to the 15th century Schloss Loersfeld in Kerpen, just west of
Cologne. After her predecessor’s departure at the end of 2015, she was appointed
to Head Cheffe - the restaurant retained its star six months later.
In her kitchen, Asian spices such as baharat, ras el hanout or chile ﬂakes are
her key ingredients. Her neighbors in Tunisia have an artisanal factory of
spices-the mother dries the chilies on the roof, turning them toward the sun.
When she opens the tin of chile ﬂakes in the restaurant, it reminds her of
traveling to my second home on holiday and the effort this woman
invests in her spices. It makes her really happy to use such products. It's
like a little aromatic getaway.
Her key to success is ambition and purpose! From the ﬁrst day
of her education, she had a goal; the journey was faster than
expected. But without a goal there is no incentive to move
forward. And she is enjoying it to the fullest.
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Born in Valladolid (Sapin), María José San Román is a cheffe in constant training who
combines innovation with the Mediterranean tradition in her recipes. Curious and
innovative, she continues her research on products of our gastronomy such as saffron
(a subject in which she is considered an international expert), rice dishes, Extra Virgin
Olive Oil and recently the bread (from which she has just inaugurate its own workshop).
Enthusiasm and enthusiasm deﬁne the personality of María José. Without these virtues,
she would not have become one of the great ladies of our cuisine. Being a self-taught
cook and a late hobby, she has avoided what could have been two obstacles based on
constant learning and perseverance.
Practice a subtle and reﬁned kitchen, impeccable aesthetics, with technique and precision.
It proposes an evolution without shrillness under the premise of preserving the ﬂavors
of the initial raw material, with a special presence of local products.
She has been a speaker and trainer in different international events and
forums such as Beyond Extra Virgin in Verona and Cordoba, Congress of
Gastronomy and Neuroscience in Valencia, CIA in San Francisco,
FoodandFun in Iceland, etc. where she has taught Master Class in
rice, aoves and saffron.
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In November 2013 María José San Román receives a Michelin star
at her restaurant Monastrell.
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Born in Nîmes (France), Flora Mikula is regarded as one of the most talented cheffes
in France and certainly one of the best Provençal cheffes in Europe. It was her
grandmother who taught her the wonders of Provençal produce, making rhubarb tart
and cherry clafouti.
Along with pale blond hair and a pair of sturdy hands, Mikula inherited a sense of
determination. Today, she is one of a handful of renowned female professional chefs
in a male bastion that despite the new millennium is only slowly changing.
At her beginning when she applied to a cooking school she faced the machismo
of the cooking world with brio. Nothing stopped her even not a teacher who
told her: “Oh no, no woman in my school. It’s too hard. Maybe you could be
a waitress”, when she passed a test!
Thanks to her strong personality and her talent, she went on to prove her
teacher wrong, outperforming most of her classmates and working
summers with Christian Etienne in Avignon, who built on her love for
Provenal cooking. She has since worked in top restaurants in Provence,
Paris, London, the Côte d’Azur and New York. After running her own
stylish restaurant FLORA, facing the hotel George V, next to
Champs-Elysée for almost nine years she moved on to new quarters. In
2012 Flora opened Auberge Flora, ideally located in a hotel between the
historical Bastille, le Marais Corner and the famous République Plaza.
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Born in Siem Reap surroundings (Cambodia), Kimsan Sok grew up near the Tonle Sap lake.
Her mum was a “village cook”, an important position in Cambodian villages. She prepared
meals for ceremonies, weddings and funerals. Kimsan loved watching her cooking.
Her parents were also making a living from rice-growing and ﬁshing. Food was not
abundant, but still, she remembers having a peaceful and happy childhood, surrounded by
love with her seven brothers and sisters.
From her youngest years, she was aware of the importance of school and wanted to study.
But she had to help her parents with farm work. She loved these moments in the ﬁelds
with them. When she was 10, she started going to school and was also in charge of cooking
for the family when they came back from the ﬁelds. At the age of 18, she was though
forced to drop out of school as the cost of school supplies became too difﬁcult to sustain for
the family.
Shortly after, her older brother heard at the radio that Sala Bai hospitality
school had just opened and was recruiting its ﬁrst students. He decided to
bring Kimsan there on his bike. After attending exams, interviews and visits
to her family, she was admitted to Sala Bai and became part of the ﬁrst
promotion of the school. She keeps beautiful memories of her time there and
an inextricable bond with the school that changed her life for the best.
After graduating, Kimsan quickly started working as a cook for Belmond
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hotel in Siem Reap. Three months later, she accepted a job offer for the
same position at Victoria hotel, where she stayed for two years. An
enriching experience with a Chef who had a thirst for transmission and
taught her a lot. It is also where she met Kimsan Pol with who she will later open the Embassy restaurant.
In 2005, she met the Chef of Park Hyatt Dubaï while on holiday in Siem Reap and heard he was recruiting. She saw the opportunity to gain
more experience and to discover a new country. She decided to apply and was recruited as a second commis de cuisine at Grand Hyatt
Dubaï. Twenty months that will be decisive in her career. She enjoyed discovering new cultures and got inspired from the multicultural
environment she evolved in. That is where started her creativity, she says. But a tragic family event forced her to come back to Cambodia.
She started working for different hotels in Siem Reap and reunited with Kimsan Pol in 2010 at Amok restaurant. Their special bond led
them to open the Embassy together. In their restaurant, they succeeded in reviving Khmer gastronomy. Locally known as the Kimsan
twins, they express their creativity with a monthly seven-course menu showcasing seasonal produce, herbs and edible ﬂowers with an
all-female staff!
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Born in Tokyo (Japan), Keiko Nagae started by studying law in Japan before landing in
Paris to learn the language and more about French culture.
Her passion for pastry intact since her childhood, she decided to take pastry lessons at the
same time at Cordon Bleu school (Paris). Followed by an internship at Ladurée, she stayed in
her position for 3 years.
After such a different start in her career, she joined Pierre Gagnaire for the launch of Sketch
in London in 2002 landing her ﬁrst position as a Pastry Cheffe in ﬁne-dining restaurant.
Then, she came back to France to work with Yannick Alleno at Le Meurice followed by 4
years as the Pastry Cheffe of Michel Troisgros’ restaurant at Lancaster Hotel where she
also handled the opening of his restaurant.
In 2008, she went back to Pierre Gagnaire for his main restaurant in the District 8 of Paris.
Trusting her, he made her in charge of several of his restaurants’ opening for the Pastry
part and she also supported him for international events sporting his cuisine as his
appointed Pastry Head Chef.
In 2012, she launches her own company: AROME – Pastry Consulting. Since then, she took
part in several international culinary projects such as the creation of original recipes for
Chefs around the world or food partners, the development of pastry-oriented F&B
concepts, the setup of coffee shops & pastries, etc.
Keiko Nagae’s worldwide fame is based on her innovative and eclectic pastry style,
combining traditional ingredients and citrus fruits such as yuzu and lemon. Her pastry
creations are also praised for their reﬁned look and their geometrical shapes.
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Born in Miguel Hidalgo (Mexico), Beatriz Gonzalez grew up on the glorious island of Cozumel
opposite Cancun. Her childhood was full of delicious memories, as her parents moved into the
restaurant business. Although her mother wasn’t a chef, she cooked beautifully at home. Their
house was always so ﬁlled with the scent of meals she was making that Beatriz couldn’t stop
herself going to see her to ﬁnd out what she was up to.
As a young woman, to make a bit of pocket money, she used to make cakes and sell them to
friends. I loved doing that. Things changed when she went to the US to ﬁnish high school.
When she was there, she selected French as my foreign language, so she took cookery
classes because they were given in the language.
Her gift being very apparent, her teacher suggested to go to France to learn the
profession. It was her father who then uncovered Paul Bocuse’s school for her. But
at that time, she still thought she might take over my parents’ restaurant.
Once graduated, she worked under the guidance of several Michelin-starred
chefs and famous restaurants such as Belle Otero (Cannes), Pierre Orsi
(Lyon), Lucas Carton (Paris) and ended up being the Sous-Chef at La Grande
Cascade (Bois de Boulogne, Paris).
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With the former pastry chef of La Cascade Yannick Tranchant, she opened
her ﬁrst restaurant Neva Cuisine in the heart of Paris in 2011. Three years
later, she opened her second restaurant Coretta with her husband Matthieu
Marcant. It quickly became the place to be for bistronomy lovers.

With such successes and because she’s always radiant with energy, Beatriz Gonzalez decided to take on a new challenge: taking over the
restaurant of La Grande Épicerie de Paris, Le Rive Droite.
She brings a scintillating touch to this fresh new location by adding some spice from her childhood culinary experiences to the French
culinary repertoire: as for many chefs, youthful memories often set the tempo in her kitchen.
Her cuisine is described as generous and delicate. She crafts carefully thought-out, gourmet dishes and she loves lavishing attention on
even the smallest details. Some might say her cuisine is quite feminine and she would 100% agree.
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Born in Cotonou (Benin), Georgiana Viou is a self-taught cheffe in her forties, the proud
mom of three children.
Growing up in Benin, studying Litterature in Paris, she started working in communication
before diving back into her passion: cooking.
Her culinary journey started with the prize of “Taittinger of Cordon Bleu” 2009. It should
have led her to a culinary school, but it wasn’t possible to manage with three young children.
With a bit of luck, she ended in the 1st season of MasterChef France where she met the
Michelin-starred Chef Michel Levy who took her onboard to train her. Then, she worked for
Sarah & Sylvain Sendra at their Michelin-starred restaurant and for Hissa Takeushi.
Guided by MasterChef judge and leader of French bistronomy Yves Camdeborde, she took
the opportunity to setup a cooking studio under the name of L’Atelier de Georgiana in
2011. Aside from cooking lessons, she decides to offer lunch with a unique menu
based composed by her.
Her immediate success led her to ﬁlm a series called “Georgiana chez vous” for
Voyage channel.
In 2015, she launched her ﬁrst restaurant Chez Georgiana that was awarded with 2
toques Gault & Millau within 6 months of operations and the score of 13/20. She also
received the prize of “Young talents Gault & Millau” the same year. It’s where she
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welcomed Anthony Bourdain and Chef Eric Rippert for their show “Parts Unknown”.
Her restaurant cuisine was based on fresh market produces with a 5-courses degustation
menu subtly mixing her heritage and knowledge. Her cuisine is based on slow cooking, open ﬂame, smoke, marinates, lots of herbs and
spices, citrus ﬂavors, bit of chili and lots of condiments… A vibrant cuisine that surprised all her guests.
She worked in several international culinary events such as Food And Fun Festival at Reykjavik, the opening of Gout de France in New
York upon the invitation of the Consul General of France, the project Colorfood by Dan Lev, etc.
Now, she embarks in her new project to express fully her style, her Benin heritage and her travels. She wants her new place to reinterpret
local cuisine, working hand in hand with local producers.
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Hailing from Bordeaux, Degenne began her culinary journey at the one-star Michelin
restaurant Campagne et Gourmandises in Biarritz, France. She had a series of progressive
positions at the Eden Rock Hotel in St. Barthelemy as the Executive Sous Cheffe, Jolie
Restaurant in New York as Executive Cheffe and returned to Eden Rock Hotel in St.
Barthelemy where she became the Executive Cheffe.
Degenne took a break from the hotel industry in 2014 to participate in Top Chef France
Season 5, where she made it to the top six. Since then, she has worked with culinary
legends such as Jean-George Vongerichten and cooked for the likes of Serena Williams,
Beyoncé Knowles, Jay-Z, Bono from U2 and the iconic Mick Jagger to name a few.
She then moved on to open several successful restaurants for AccorHotels such as the
re-opening of Spiral at Soﬁtel Plaza Manila; opening of Xperience Restaurant at
Soﬁtel So Singapore, where she was also the ﬁrst Executive Cheffe in the country and
was appointed the Head Cheffe at the MGallery Hotel Des Arts Saigon in Vietnam,
where she was responsible for opening all the hotel’s dining destinations. Her
incredible work helped Hotel des Arts win the 2016 World Luxury Hotel Awards,
in the Luxury Business Hotel for Asia. With an impressive track record,
Anne-Cécile Degenne continued on for another year in Vietnam before joining
the Rafﬂes and Fairmont Makati, where she is the lead culinary expert,
taking the helm of the hotel’s team of master chefs.
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Born in Australia and with dual citizenship, Australian-British, Executive Cheffe Angela has
been cooking professionally since the age of 16. College and certiﬁcations within Australian
and UK with distinctions.
Awarded for her creativity and innovation throughout her blazing career trail. In 2008, she
was presented regional winner of Nestle Golden Chefs Hat and top 5 within Australia, Room
81 restaurant winner of best ﬁne dining restaurant, restaurant of the year and caterer of the
year 2010.
Angela is a WACS accredited Regional Culinary Judge for Australia Culinary Federation
and was also Vice President for ACF Queensland during her time in Australia.
Angela has been working with Soﬁtel since 2005 at Soﬁtel Gold Coast, Soﬁtel
London St James, SO Soﬁtel Bangkok, SO Soﬁtel Hua Hin and recently appointed to
Rafﬂes Grand Hotel d’ Angkor.
She attained the position of Iron Chef Thailand Competitor during her time
in SO Soﬁtel Bangkok in year 2013 – 2015. In addition, she took on the
role as a key person for the rebranding of Hotel de la paix to SO Soﬁtel
Hua Hin in year 2015 – 2017.
She was given the opportunity last May to represent Asia Paciﬁc region for the
F&B talents showcase held at The Bird - the restaurant of AccorHotel’s headquarters
in Paris.
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